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Introduction 

1.                          My   name   is   Brian   Buchanan   Hutchinson. 

2. 146   Jones   Rd   RD1   Little   River. 

 

I am a farmer and land owner on Banks Peninsula and Kaitoreti Spit. I have lived on Banks Peninsula 

for 45 years on farms on the Southern Bays. Apart from travelling for 4 years and seeing how the 

rest of the world works, then coming home and buying our current farm Poranui adjacent to Lake 

Forsyth 19 years ago and leasing further land on the Southern Bays, then 12 years ago we brought 

94 ha’s on Jones Road on Kaitoreti Spit, then 8 years ago we brought 630 ha of Albert Birdlings, 

which is also freehold land, which came with a further 600 ha of leasehold land on Kaitoreti Spit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The issues 

3.  We   have   2   major    areas   of   land   which   have   suddenly    been   attacked   

and   devalued   by SES   being   imposed   on   them.   Property   (A)   is   “Poranui”   State   Highway   

75   between   Birdlings   Flat   and   Little   River.   Property   (B)   is   the   land  on   Kaitoreti   Spit. 

 

 

Property (A) is 320ha, sheep and beef farm. Since we have farmed it as with the past owners, we 

have had to spray and cut regrowth scrub and weeds mainly on the Eastern facing area next to Lake 

Forsyth. While continuing with grazing sheep on this country especially over the summer and dry 

periods as this balances the extremely dry norwest facing aspects on the farm. Thus this area is vital 

to us, so we can spill and not graze these very dry sensitive areas thus protecting the soil and it’s 

structure. Now we have an SES imposed on about 70ha. I accept there is some natural features that 

fit the criteria and obviously they are friving under the control rageime, we are never going to be 

able to put tractors or machinery over this country. But under the new SES ruler this country will 



become totally over grown in weeds if we can’t spray or clear the regrowth scrub and weeds, but 

there are huge areas of tussock land and our best grazing land enclosed in this SES, which as I have 

already expressed will become ungrazable and unfarmable due to no access because of over grown 

weeds and shrubs. 

 

 

Thus totally upsetting balance of the farm and putting huge pressure on the drier side of the farm, 

and will have to reduce stock numbers considerably and hence income. We do and have appreciated 

the native areas of bush on this farm. This is why we let Hugh Wilson onto our farm about 12 years 

ago for his surveys. What a huge mistake. Yes there is silver tussock on the hill but the majority of 

Banks Peninsula is or was covered in this. So in conjunction with Banks Peninsula conversation trust, 

we made the “Poranui Reserve” and fenced about 6ha from all stock and have let it do its thing. We 

need the people who put these lines on a map, probably sitting in an office looking at Google Earth, 

to change the lines on the map so we can continue to farm this land. We will never clear the gullies 

where the natural bush is as we can’t; it’s too steep and totally uneconomic. So they can be 

preserved, but leave our good grazing land out of it, it would take 5 minutes to adjust these lines to 

a satisfactory outcome on these maps. 

 

 

 

As it stands I have been looking into doing another reserve in this area, but as of now I defiantly 

won’t be perusing this because of the way we have been totally ran over and ignored by a totally 

dictatorial process. This is the response we get for working with the council since 2011, and working 

through and discussing practical solutions for everybody. And just to top it off we aren’t allowed to 

do any benching of tracks under these rules, so it will add thousands of dollars more to do a basic 

fence and totally impractical. So now I won’t be letting any council member or part of this process 

anywhere near our private land, because everybody obviously just see’s Banks Peninsula as just a 

playground for Christchurch people, when actually we are just trying to make a living to support our 

family. And in the process paying massive amounts of Rates for no services. Thus as soon as these 

lines are imposed on the map, our farm value could drop by up to 50%, yes around $600,000 as well 

and totally upsetting its farming balance , all this solely at our cost. The summary of Deborah Hogan 

and William Blake totally sums this whole process up, they can only summarise and spend the 

energy to put together about 2 lines of basically rubbish, with no thought in the devaluation of our 

land to the considerable costs to us and there is no mention that point 4 from our discussions with 

these people The Environment Court Consent Order requires CCC to investigate a package of 

support mechanisms for the owners of area of land which are identified as being of ecological 

significance. This may include things such as ecological advice, guidance and practical support for 

pest control ecological monitoring and rates remission.  

 

 

As with the rest of Appendix A they have all been totally ignored, and now in Scott Hewson’s report 

there is going to be one to 700 sites on Banks Peninsula, there is going to have to be a considerable 



amount of council money being wasted on a totally unreasonable process now and into the future 

we are actually the rate payers and the council is meant to represent us, and work with us. As per 

App. (A) somebody in the council is or has been basically lying to us. So I propose this whole process 

goes back to it original process with genuine discussion and not down to the interpretation of one 

person. 

 

 

 

 

Our other area of major land grabbing by the council is on Kaitoreti Spit. SES E/2. 

Once again we have freehold land where somebody in the council has drawn lines on a map to 

please themselves. They have succeeded in taking 250 ha of our freehold land and imposing the SES 

regulations that come with it. As the map shows they just keep zig zagging along wherever they 

liked. There is no written evidence produced that any of this land has any of the criteria for and SES. 

This land is formed extensively and always will be due to its dry nature, but it has been fertilized and 

over sown over the years, as we try to make a living. Kaitoreti spit is over 5000ha with significant 

areas already fenced off, (sand dunes etc) by DOC and the council and private owners. So along with 

Micheal Bailey, we are asking for about 500ha to be excluded or 10% of freehold land. It is plain even 

to the basic eye. There is a major difference in our freehold land and the rest of the spit, we don’t 

have sand dunes or ferns compared to the already protected sites. 

 

As already stated we had been looking at this area for 4 years previous, and working through issues 

with the council and getting results, only for this now to be chucked out. (Appendix A) I agreed to 

meet Scott Hewson and Deborah Hogan on site to look at my issues and try find some triggering 

plants for an SES. Deborah pulled out the morning of the visit. We had a look at my freehold area 

and surveyed the area, we couldn’t find anything that triggered the criteria, the area was a good 

sample of the 250ha of freehold land. It was plainly obvious this land was different from the 600ha 

block next door which has sand dunes, ferns, brooms and a good environment for lizards, our area 

has been over sown and fertilized in the past. 

 

Scott asked me if I wanted a biological survey done (14:17) I declined as it is a total waste of time 

and money as the process was only about 1 week away from the first hearing, and since I had been 

dealing with the council for the previous 4 years, why should it be left so late. If somebody or party 

wants to impose such a huge implication on our land and farming ability, surely they should have 

concrete and recorded facts about what is in this area and where. After talking to Scott it was 

obvious it would only take one tiny little weed to trigger this criteria, if it was there at all, so why 

waste the time and money. 

 

If there was something on our land, what evidence is there that our over-sowing and fertilizing is not 

actually enhancing the environment for these species, along with our grazing practices. There is still 

4000ha next door in these protected SES. The imposing of the SES on our 250ha is a joke. Why do we 



have to live now and in the future with these restrictions, times and needs change, all the limitations 

might only be for 1 single native weed. Why doesn’t the same criteria apply in Christchurch, since we 

have Deans Bush in the middle of Christchurch, why are roads, buildings, house, shops or any of the 

CBP allowed to go ahead? What about the native fish and eals in the Avon River. Why is there not a 

250ha exclusion zone on earth works around these areas and buildings. The spit is only about 5000 

years old, going by the nature bush etc, there is a lot more history and exotics on and underneath 

Christchurch City. This shows how rubbish the whole process has become since communications 

with the council and Paul Devlin, Liz Garson and Trevor Partidge stopped. As with our hill block, we 

could have this freehold land devalued by 50% thus the council has raped us of another half million 

dollars of value off our land. This is a compulsory aquistition of our land, with the restrictions being 

placed on it and the devaluing of it under the SES. 

 

 

Once again we are making efforts to protect our land, as we have a further 80ha on Lake Ellesmere 

under the new SES, which we were quite happy to abide by with its restrictions. Because I respect 

the lands status, but why should I work with the council after these two other areas have been 

stolen from us, for their practical uses now and in the future, as we need to develop farming 

practices to support the worlds growing population and to meet the ever increasing cost of farming 

and living. We have a golf course on our land and if I ever want to extend it or sell some land with it, 

I can’t because of the SES. This Golf Course was taken out of the same paddock as the land that 

surrounds it, 70 years ago, yet now because of a new zig zag line, it has a totally different value. Thus 

totally restricting what I can do with this land. To sum up if the council or government wants to 

compulsory impose these restrictions on us and our land. Since it is so valuable to them and the 

country they can buy it off us, or give us compensation. An Environment Canterbury special witness 

at a Lake Ellesmere opening concent told us the surrounding lake edge margins have an economical 

value of $37,000 per annium to the environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Outcome 

4. So the council and government can put their money where their mouth is, if it’s good enough to 

give compensation for Tennior review country in the high country to protect it, why is it any 

different here? So take the lines off the map or adjust them, it could be a very cheap move. We have 

over 400ha being totally restricted and devalued by this process. So yes, it has already put major 

strains on us mentally and value wise. After starting this process with consultation (as Appendix A) 

and getting results that looked as if they will work for everybody. It has turned into a total 

dictatorship by the council, with compulsory acquiring of land and its uses taking place. And with 

over 700 possible SES on Banks Peninsula, what does the future hold. If they can close down 250ha 

with there restrictions with no recorded facts, is New Zealand just meant to be a big playground and 

we all go on the dole. There is still over 4000ha being protected on Kaitoriti Spit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brian Buchanan Hutchinson 

10 December 2015 
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